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Highland Wolf Bride (Highland Love Book 1) - Free Ebook
Taken by the Scottish Highland Wolf as His Bride Note: Book One of the Highland Love series,
this is the first half of the full book. Read on to find out how to get the whole book free. Brooke
Howard Lady Berthilda Brooke Howard is born to the Earl of Carlisle, with a charmed life in a
beautiful castle that her family owns. Her daring nature and free-thinking mind have always
caused her family trouble. Sheltered from court intrigue, she believes her life to be boring.
When she has to wed John Howard, a cousin and childhood confidant, her traditional values
collide with her desire for authenticity and true love. Meanwhile, trouble broils between
Scotland and England, until a horde of barbaric highlanders storm her castle, forcing a
confrontation. The highlanders' plan to destroy and plunder Carlisle is altered when their leader
discovers a greater prize: Her. Malcolm Sinclair Malcolm Sinclair is the laird of clan Sinclair of
the highlands. He is known by his people as Wolf for his ruthless cunning. When Brooke is
compelled by circumstances to wed the Scottish barbarian against her will, she resists and
tests him from the moment she first sets her eyes upon the brave warrior. To her
consternation, he appears undeterred by her insults. He is intrigued by her, and anger soon
gives way to a peculiar thrill when she beholds his rugged form. Malcolm's gruff gentleness
and devotion arouse tenderness within the core of her, even as her budding feelings threaten
to overturn everything that she holds dear. Can Brooke really fall for her enemy? If you enjoy
Diana Gabaldon's Outlander, Karen Marie Moning's Highlander, or Julie Garwood's Lairds'
Fiancées series, you will love Highland Wolf Bride. Note: Book One of the Highland Love
series, this is the first half of the full book. Read on to find out how to get the whole book free.

Cottage in the Mist
Cruelly betrayed by the woman he loves, Alexander MacGregor vows it will be a cold day in
hell before he gives his heart again. But as next in line to become laird, he is given an
ultimatum; wed a mysterious lass within five days or forfeit his lands and his birthright to
become the next laird. Distrust and dark secrets urge him to refuse, but the duty he has trained
for all his life compels him to comply. At least in appearance. Katherine Gordon wants nothing
to do with the arrogant Highlander to whom she suddenly finds herself betrothed. His
handsome looks, intelligence and great strength mean naught. Another man had seemed just
as appealing, once. That was before she learned the treachery of a heart of stone hidden
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behind a handsome smile. She would not let her heart be broken again. Forced together by
fate, Alexander and Katherine agree on only one thing. Love is not to be trusted. Yet when
nameless danger threatens Katherine, Alexander vows to move heaven and earth to save her.

The Rose Red Bride
FORBIDDEN LOVE Davina Montgomery is no ordinary English lady. For her own protection,
she's been locked away from society, her true identity the Crown's most closely guarded
secret. Until a shocking betrayal--and a bold rescue--land her in the arms of a fierce
Highlander, a powerful warrior whose searing gaze and tantalizing touch awaken her body and
soul. UNDENIABLE DESIRE As the firstborn son of a powerful Scottish laird, Robert
MacGregor has no loyalty to the English throne, but he's not the kind of man to leave a woman
in distress, even if she is English. He vows to deliver Davina to safety, unharmed and
untouched. Yet one stolen kiss leaves them both smoldering with desireand desperate for
more. With Davina's secret threatening to destroy his clan, Rob must choose between
everything he holds dear and the one woman he can't live without. RAVISHED BY A
HIGHLANDER

Scot Under the Covers
CAN A CLASH OF WILLS Nineteenth-century, Scotland: When a mad lass in trousers shoots
at him, Munro "Bear" MacLawry isn't sure what impresses him more-the girl's sure aim or her
irresistibly tempting curves. Catriona MacColl has fled to the Highlands with her half-sister to
escape an unwanted wedding, and wants no part of him, nor any man. But he can't abandon
the flame-haired, sharp-tongued wildcat now that he's discovered her-not when she fits so
perfectly in his arms LEAD TO A LOVE FOR ALL TIME? Munro has more than earned his
nickname-he's a well-muscled, well-favored mountain of a man with an engaging bad-boy grin
and a string of well-satisfied lasses behind him. Bringing Catriona food, blankets, candles,
everything she needs to survive a winter in an abandoned abbey, Munro is an unexpected gift
in her reckless bid for freedom-and an unexpected complication. Clan MacDonald has plans
for her, and they don't include her falling for a MacLawry. But this man makes her feel like a
woman-and he may be her one chance to live a life about which she's only dared dreamin
Some Like It Scot by New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch. "One of my very
favorite authors." -Julia Quinn

Much Ado About Highlanders
A pirate desperate to lead an honest life. An executive who falls through time. One last chance
to right the wrongs of the past. Bahamas, 1718 Captain James “Prince” Barrow is tired of
being a pirate and wants to settle down. As a noble, he never envisioned the life of an outlaw
as his own and wants to appease his treasure-hungry crew before they mutiny him due to their
lack of patience. Luckily, James has two clues that will lead him to treasure his fellow pirate
captain buried on his behalf. In order to attain the third one, James must attend a fancy ball he
is sure to be recognized at. He needs a companion - one who will help him blend in with high
society. Bahamas, 2020 As a New York executive, vacation is not in Samantha Gilbert’s
vocabulary. Not that her best friend cares. Samantha is dragged to Nassau, Bahamas after a
nasty breakup and visits a pirate museum. The tour guide shares a tragic tale of a pirate who
died before finding his long-lost treasure. andHe insists on Samantha trying on a jade necklace
from that very treasure. Once the cool metal touches her skin, Samantha is taken back through
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time - straight into the arms of the pirate himself. The two strike a bargain: if she helps him find
the third clue, he’ll allow her to put on the jade necklace from the treasure and get her back to
the twenty-first century. With the English hot on their trail and death a near certainty, both are
forced to work together not only to uphold their bargain, but to survive. And with time running
out, both could very well lose the thing they desire most: each other. Fans of Pirates of the
Caribbean and Outlander are devouring this new historical time travel romance by Mariah
Stone. Scroll up and 1-click your copy today!

Highlander’s Prize
Sworn to destroy Isla, one of the deadliest she-devils ever to serve the forces of darkness,
immortal Highland warrior Hayden Cambell takes this druid-born, magic-blessed temptress
captive and soon comes to realize that this woman is not his enemy, but his destiny. Original.

Ravished by a Highlander
The Highlander's Eternal Love Part 2 (The Story Continues) Laird Brodie Cameron was
focused on keeping his clan safe during a time of uneasy peace. He had no time to marry, but
without an heir, the Cameron clan is vulnerable. Taking things into her own hands, his sister
Hilda blackmails the grandson of a powerful witch into casting a love spell, but rather than
making Brodie fall in love, the spell searches for his true loveand pulls her through the
constructs of time. In present day New York, Emma's life had been stale for awhile, and her
cynicism only grew, but it isn't until she falls through a portal and lands in Medieval Scotland
that she realizes she'd put her life on hold. She's willing to give the gorgeous Highlander a
chance if it means that she'll have the future with love and family that she's always wanted.
Brodie doesn't believe in the magic of love, but when he gives into his desires, the nights turn
hot, and he risks losing his heart. When Emma discovers that she's pregnant, she learns that
there is a way for her to go home. Will Brodie be able to put love before duty, or will he lose
her, and the future she carries, forever?

Just in Time for a Highlander
Destined to become Queen of Scotland. Bound by blood to the Celtic gods. Scotland,
1026--Gruoch, descendant of the line of MacAlpin, should have been born into a life of ease.
But fate is fickle. Her father's untimely death, rumored to have been plotted by King Malcolm,
leaves her future uncertain and stained by the prophecy that she will avenge her family line.
Escaping to one of the last strongholds of the old Celtic gods, Gruoch becomes an adept in
arcane craft. Her encounters with the otherworld, however, suggest that magic runs stronger in
Scotland than she ever imagined. Haunted by dreams of a raven-haired man she's never met,
Gruoch soon feels her fate is not her own. She is duty-bound to wed a powerful lord, if not the
Prince himself; however, she's not sure she can stop her heart when she meets Banquo, a
gallant highlander and druid. Fans of Outlander and Mists of Avalon will relish this sweeping
Scottish Historical Fantasy that tells the tale of Gruoch, a woman struggling to escape her fate
without blood on her hands. "A great novel that captures realistically a world of witches and
fairies, warrior women and barbaric men, and a woman exploring a life she had no idea
existed" Author Carrie L. Wells "A rich tale of lore and legend that will trap you faster than a
fairy ring" Fabulous and Fun Book Reviews

Hunting for a Highlander
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BOUND BY DUTY Highland laird Conor McTiernay had always dreamed of an enduring love.
But the reality of women who desired him only for his title and lands made him swear off
marriage forever. That is until he first set eyes on the Englishwoman his men found hiding in
the forest. Beneath the dirt and grime it was clear Laurel Cordell was beautiful. But would she
prove to be yet another beguiling seductress or had Conor finally found the one woman who
could lay claim to his heart? DRAWN BY DESIRE Laurel trusted that the Scottish chieftain
would keep her safe from the cruel laird from whom she had escaped. Looking deep into
Conor’s silver eyes she saw not only his calculating warrior ways but his quick arousal to
passion. But before they can explore the growing desire between them, their newfound love is
threatened by secrets from her past

The Highlander's Bride
Darcy Greenway has no time for love. As a dedicated veterinarian her career and her patients
come first. But since the death of her parents she's been running, searching. She just doesn't
know what for. On a much-needed vacation to Scotland she walks under a natural archway on
the shore of a loch and finds herself catapulted into the sixteenth centuryand right into the
middle of a clan war. Stranded in a world of danger and passion, Darcy finds herself drawn to
Quinn MacFarlane, the brave Scottish warrior who swears to protect her. But Quinn has
secrets of his own. Haunted by his failure to save his brother, his vow might be the very thing
that keeps them apart. Because he'll protect her from everyone - even himself. With enemies
closing in, Darcy must make a choice. Should she return home or should she risk her heart on
her dream of a Highlander?

Highland Wolf Bride
New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands welcomes readers back to the Scottish
Highlands, where a gallant warrior vows to protect a beautiful runaway . . . Lady Murine
Carmichael has known her share of bad luck. But when her debt-ridden half brother tries to sell
her off in exchange for a few Scottish horses, it’s the final straw. If keeping her freedom
means escaping through harsh countryside alone, so be it. She has barely begun her journey
when she lands an unlikely escort—the brawny Highlander who just refused to buy her virtue.
Dougall Buchanan was disgusted by Lord Danvries’ shameful offer, but Murine tempts him
beyond measure. Even bedraggled and dusty, the lass glows with beauty and bravery. Dougall
wants to do more than just help her flee. He wants to protect her—with his life and his heart—if
she’ll only let him. For Murine may be pursued by a powerful foe, but nothing compares to the
fiery courage of a Highlander in love.

Highlander's Bride
Thrown back in time to fulfill the promise of a dying woman, Audrina must find her destiny in
the wild Scottish Highlands -- and discover the man that fate chose for her hundreds of years
ago.Audrina James was only trying to stop the old brooch from being stolen; she didn't know
that touching it would send her back in time to medieval Scotland! But the brooch belonged to
Audrina's ancestor, a woman who died tragically on her wedding night and swore to her last
breath that she would be reunited with her true love -- and Audrina is her mirror image. It's
been one year to the day since Colin MacLaren's bride suffered and died at the whim of a
bloody-handed English occupier. So how is she standing before him? No matter how adamant
her protests that she doesn't know him -- no matter how crazy her story about coming from the
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future -- Colin is sure this woman is his lost love. Now if only he can convince her of
that.Together they must navigate the vagaries of fate that brought them together, their own
scorching physical attraction, and the ever-present danger from Colin's enemies including a
certain murderous English nobleman who knows Audrina must be a witch. After all, didn't he
kill her with his own two hands?Highlander Found is the first book in the Highlander of Time
series, perfect for fans of brooding heroes, intrepid heroines, and page-turning time-travel
romance. Grab your copy today, and enter the exciting world of Highlander of Time!

The Highlander's Promise
Born illegitimate, these sons of medieval Scotland are bound for greatness—and made bolder
by the power of love . . . Brave Lachlan Blair stands ready to become his clan’s chieftain—until
a revelation shows he is not a Blair son, but the bastard offspring of a notorious criminal.
Faced with banishment to the Highland wilderness, Lachlan agrees to wed the daughter of an
enemy clan. But he soon finds himself facing a new battle: an unwelcome attraction to his
beautiful wife . . . Since she was a wee lass, Finley Carson has heard tales of legendary
Lachlan Blair. But nothing prepares her for marriage to the rugged highlander. Fortunately,
Lachlan shares her desire to leave the union unconsummated in hopes of escaping their dutiful
marriage. Yet as they partner to pursue the truth of Lachlan’s birthright, their deepening bond
turns to passion. And once Lachlan’s past catches up with them, their love is put to the
ultimate test . . . Visit us at www.kensingtonbooks.com

Highland Blood
The Highlands of Scotland, and more specifically the clans that inhabit them, have a romantic
resonance and mystery. Fitzroy Maclean recounts their extraordinary history, from their Celtic
origins to Robert the Bruce, the wars of independence and Bannockburn, from Flodden, Mary
Queen of Scots to the Jacobite Risings of the eighteenth century, the nineteenth-century
Clearances and the modern day. Highlanders sheds light on the motivation and character of
the clans, bringing vividly to life their highly dramatic stories. Never before has there been such
a thorough and well-balanced view of Highland history.

A Highlander Loves Forever
Welcome back to the idyllic Scottish Highlands where an indomitable governess meets a
brooding Highlander in this sizzling reader-favorite story from New York Times bestselling
author Julia London! An ill-fated elopement cost English-born governess Bernadette Holly her
reputation, her unsuitable lover and any chance of a future match. She has nothing left to
fear—not even the bitter, dangerously handsome Scot due to marry her young charge. Naive
wallflower Avaline is terrified to wed Rabbie Mackenzie, but if he sends her home, she will be
ruined. Bernadette’s solution: convince Rabbie to get Avaline to cry off…while ignoring her own
traitorous attraction to him. A forced engagement to an Englishwoman is a hard pill for any
Scot to swallow. It’s even worse when the fiancée in question is a delicate, foolish young
miss—unlike her spirited, quick-witted governess. Sparring with Bernadette brings passion and
light back to Rabbie’s life after the failed Jacobite uprising. His clan’s future depends upon his
match to another, but how can any Highlander forsake a love that stirs his heart and soul?
Previously published. Read the entire bingeworthy The Highland Grooms series: Book 1: Wild
Wicked Scot Book 2: Sinful Scottish Laird Book 3: Hard-Hearted Highlander Book 4: Devil in
Tartan Book 5: Tempting the Laird Book 6: Seduced by a Scot
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Highlander Found
Acclaimed author Wine captures all of the raw, rugged beauty of the Scottish Highlands, where
tumultuous times bred a race of warriors who fought for country, keep, and kin, and loved as
passionately as they lived. Original.

Laird of the Mist
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A STARZ ORIGINAL SERIES Unrivaled
storytelling. Unforgettable characters. Rich historical detail. These are the hallmarks of Diana
Gabaldon’s work. Her New York Times bestselling Outlander novels have earned the praise of
critics and captured the hearts of millions of fans. Here is the story that started it all, introducing
two remarkable characters, Claire Beauchamp Randall and Jamie Fraser, in a spellbinding
novel of passion and history that combines exhilarating adventure with a love story for the
ages. One of the top ten best-loved novels in America, as seen on PBS’s The Great American
Read! Scottish Highlands, 1945. Claire Randall, a former British combat nurse, is just back
from the war and reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon when she walks through
a standing stone in one of the ancient circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a
Sassenach—an “outlander”—in a Scotland torn by war and raiding clans in the year of Our Lord
. . . 1743. Claire is catapulted into the intrigues of a world that threatens her life, and may
shatter her heart. Marooned amid danger, passion, and violence, Claire learns her only chance
of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion
becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between two very different men, in two
irreconcilable lives. This eBook includes the full text of the novel plus the following additional
content: • An excerpt from Diana Gabaldon’s Dragonfly in Amber, the second novel in the
Outlander series • An interview with Diana Gabaldon • An Outlander reader’s guide Praise for
Outlander “Marvelous and fantastic adventures, romance, sex . . . perfect escape
reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle “History comes deliciously alive on the page.”—New York
Daily News

Hard-Hearted Highlander
Three steamy and exciting novellas in one set! Hot and fast short novellas, like a fevered kiss
in the dark, full of passion, steam, and true Highland romance! The Highlander's Scarred Heart
?When Sean walks into the village with a scarred face and a scarred heart, he is only hoping
for a dry place to sleep. Then he meets the one woman who sees the man under the scars . . .
and his life is changed forever. ? Sean MacDubh has no prospects in life, moving from village
to village, a lone nomad with a scarred face. Wynda Ferguson lives a simple life as a baker's
daughter. Until the mysterious hooded Sean walks into her life. Now she wants to know all
about this man who captivates her attention. And her heart. When Sean's heart calls out to her,
Wynda sees past the scars and sees him as a man. Will she be the woman who gives Sean
hope once more? The Highlander' Legacy: Highland warrior Brice Grant is fiercely loyal to his
family, and when one of them is injured, he runs to the person who might help. Only he doesn't
know this same woman will steal his heart . . . A hot and fevered story full of passion, steam,
and true Highland romance! Isolde Grant is the midwife's granddaughter, and when the Laird's
youngest brother arrives asking for aid, she doesn't hesitate. Yet the immediate attraction she
has to this dark haired Scottish knight is undeniable. When Brice's grandmother encourages
him to woo Isolde, he sweeps her off her feet. They think their emotions are ones that were
unexpected, a matter of fate. When they learn other forces were at work behind their backs,
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will their love survive? The Highlander's Return:Falsely accused.Left his clan lands under a
shadow. Now Conal MacKinlay has returned -- but what future awaits this dark and tainted
man when he gets there? Rona MacKinlay pines for Conal. When she learns of his
whereabouts, she pleads with her brother to write a letter asking Conal to return. She wants
the same man who left to come back to her. Conal's dark past has followed him home. Anger
with the blame placed on him has made Conal wrathful, dangerous, a changed man. Yet, when
he sees Rona once more, all the desire he has for her returns. He wants this red-headed
beauty for his own, again. And they discover their love is just as passionate, just as
consummate as it was before he left. But he is now so dark, so angry, and Rona fears the man
she loves had not returned as she wanted. Will his clan forgive him, not only for leaving, but for
his hard nature once he returns? Will Rona? If you love fast-paced tales of bold women, men
in kilts, and Scottish Highland Romance, you will love The Highlander's Return! Historical
Fevered is a series of interconnected, stand-alone historical romance stories. Each book
promises a steamy happily ever after.

Falling for the Highlander
In the heart of Scotland, this Highlander is about to meet his match in a breathtaking romance
from USA Today bestseller May McGoldrick. Highland warrior Alexander Macpherson has lost
his wife. When he agreed to take Kenna Mackay as his bride to advance his clan’s power in
the north, he expected a bit of an adjustment. He didn't expect the sharp-tongued beauty to run
away on their wedding night. Still, Alexander wants his runaway brideand he has the sneaking
suspicion that she wants him, too. Kenna Mackay thought she was safe in a priory full of nuns
learning the craft of healing, but when she is kidnapped by her own husband, the battle of wits
begins anew. But even as passions ignite, a deadly secret from Kenna's past rises to the
surface and put their new love in jeopardy. As a heartless villain closes in, two headstrong
lovers find themselves locked in a struggle between evil and the power of undying love. And
this time, Alexander is determined he will not lose his wife again. "Fans of Scottish romances
are sure to enjoy this witty and winsome treat." -- Library Journal on Much Ado About
Highlanders

The Trouble with Highlanders
More cherished than gold are the Jewels of Kinfairlie, and only the worthiest of men may fight
for their love…The Laird of Kinfairlie has unmarried sisters, each a gem in her own right. And he
has no choice but to see them all wed in haste. Like a heroine in an ancient tale, Vivienne
waited in the highest chamber of Kinfairlie's tower for her fated lover. In the darkness he came
for her, cloaked and hooded so that she would not see his face. He loved her sweetly,
thoroughly…and Vivienne knew she had met her destiny. But in the morning light, her dream is
shattered. Erik Sinclair of Blackleith is no romantic hero but a disinherited warrior who
arranged her abduction to regain his own legacy. Outraged by Erik's insistence that he needs
her solely to beget a son, yet ensnared by the passion he awakens, Vivienne realizes that
there is more merit in her taciturn spouse than he would admit. Erik is skeptical of her growing
faith in his honour and her desire to recapture his stolen birthright…Little does he suspect that
his rare gem of a bride intends to capture his barricaded heart as well. ***** I’ve written many
series set in my fictional medieval Scottish world of Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie and Inverfyre. This
is the order in which the stories take place, although you can start with any series. I
recommend you read each series in order. There’s a tab on my website for ALL books in this
world: http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/ I. The Rogues of Ravensmuir This is the first series to
take place in this world. These three books are a bit more gothic in tone and less tightly linked
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to each other than the books in subsequent series. 1. The Rogue Merlyn and Ysabella’s story
is a second chance romance with a bit of intrigue and suspense. Their relationship is a class
war - he’s the laird and she’s a village girl - but there’s an immediate attraction between
them. Can Merlyn trust in love at first sight? Can Ysabella trust her rogue of a husband when
he returns five years after their parting to ask for her help? This is the first book featuring
Ravensmuir and in it, we learn the story of its sister holding, Kinfairlie. 2. The Scoundrel Can a
notorious bad boy like Merlyn’s brother Gawain be redeemed by love? In this story, Gawain
meets his match, the enticing Eglantine, who is not just as adept a thief as he is but is
prepared to seduce him to regain the prize she desires. This is cat-and-mouse story of action,
adventure and intrigue takes us from York to the highlands of Scotland, to Eglantine’s home at
Inverfyre. 3. The Warrior At the end of The Scoundrel, Inverfyre is lost to the notorious
MacLaren clan, but years later, Eglantine and Gawain’s son Michael - the Hawk of Inverfyre returns to reclaim his legacy. He has need of an heir so he abducts Aileen to be his bride,
never guessing that these two have shared a great passion in their past lives. At Inverfyre,
Aileen is plagued by visions and fears she is going mad, while the Hawk is uncertain whether
his beguiling new bride can be trusted—or whether she has let the MacLarens in the gate. This
medieval Scottish romance has some fantasy elements as it’s a reincarnation story. II. The
Jewels of Kinfairlie At the end of The Warrior, there is a family gathering at Inverfyre. We
briefly meet Merlyn and Ysabella’s son Roland, his wife Catherine, and their eight children.
This series begins several years later, after Roland and Catherine’s tragic death, when their
oldest son Alexander suddenly becomes laird. The treasury is empty. The harvest will be poor.
Alexander needs to see his sisters married as quickly as possible, but they wish to wed for
love. 1. The Beauty Bride Alexander arranges an auction for the hand of his defiant sister,
intending to manage the list of bidders - but a notorious mercenary, Rhys fitzHenry, pays the
highest price. This arranged marriage doesn’t begin well, as Madeline is a runaway bride, but
Rhys pursues her, saves her, and tries to court her. I love that Rhys tells Madeline stories to
win her heart, and that she quickly figures out that each choice of story reveals one of her
husband’s secrets. 2. The Rose Red Bride Alexander thinks he’s learned his lesson and is
thrilled when Vivienne’s former suitor, Nicholas Sinclair, wants to claim her hand. It’s a little
uncommon that Nicholas wants to abduct his bride, but Alexander is sure that Vivienne will
think that a romantic gesture, and when the wedding is held in the morning, all will be well. But
the highlander seeking Alexander’s agreement isn’t Nicholas - it’s his brother Erik in
disguise, a man who needs a wife only because he needs a son to claim his legacy. He’s not
counting on Vivienne stealing his heart, too. 3. The Snow White Bride It’s Christmas at
Kinfairlie and a mysterious noblewoman seeks refuge in the chapel. When the sisters learn
that she’s a widow in need of protection, they decide to play a trick on Alexander and arrange
his marriage. Eleanor thinks husbands are all the same, so is agreeable, although she isn’t
counting on Alexander’s youth, charm, and desire to claim her heart. When her past catches
up to her and Kinfairlie is at risk, how much will Eleanor sacrifice to see her new husband
safe? What price will Alexander pay to defend his bride? 4. The Ballad of Rosamunde
Rosamunde, the pirate queen and aunt of the siblings at Kinfairlie, was adopted by Gawain in
The Scoundrel and trapped in the realm of the Fae in The Rose Red Bride. In this short story,
a friends-to-lovers story, Padraig rescues Rosamunde, his valor making her realize that she
loves him, too. III. The True Love Brides At the end of The Snow White Bride, Alexander
decrees that his remaining sisters will marry for love. The portal to the realm of the Fae has
been opened, though, and the Fae king Finvarra desires Elizabeth. Finvarra agrees that he will
abandon his suit if four of the siblings marry their true loves, although Elizabeth knows that the
portal to the Fae realm has to be closed as well. 1. The Renegade’s Heart Isabella is smitten
with a rogue knight, come to Kinfairlie to demand the return of his family’s stolen treasure. She
takes Murdoch’s cause against that of her brother, then learns that Murdoch has been claimed
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by the Fae queen - who holds his heart still. Can a mortal maiden defeat an immortal queen by
winning Murdoch’s love for her own? 2. The Highlander’s Curse Garrett is cursed to hear the
thoughts of others as clearly as his own, a spell intended to make him an outcast so his legacy
could be stolen. He finds solace in the company and the touch of gentle Annelise. Can
Annelise’s love heal him so he can recover his stolen legacy and give her the home - and the
husband - she deserves? 3. The Frost Maiden’s Kiss Malcolm returns to Ravensmuir after
years as a mercenary with a hoard large enough to finance the rebuilding of his legacy and his
soul due to the Fae. When pregnant Catriona arrives at Ravensmuir, Malcolm knows he can
give her a future with a marriage of convenience that makes her child heir to Ravensmuir.
Catriona expects nothing of men, but Malcolm’s kindness and strength earns her love - and
makes her determined to save his soul, regardless of the price. 4. The Warrior’s Prize The
mercenary Rafael thinks his companion’s sister, Elizabeth, could be an angel come to earth,
and one who will hold him accountable for his sins. Challenged by her and enticed by her,
Rafael offers himself instead of his comrade Malcolm and begins to change his life with his
choices. Can he save Elizabeth from Finvarra? He’s determined to try, no matter what the risk
to himself - and Elizabeth cannot resist a man who chooses nobly, just for her. IV. The Brides
of Inverfyre There is one sibling left unmarried (Ross) and we follow him to Inverfyre, where the
children of the Hawk and Aileen also need to be married. 1. The Mercenary’s Bride This
Scottish medieval romance is a Christmas novella, the story of a knight returning to Inverfyre to
keep his promise to the laird’s daughter. Having been attacked and left for dead, Quentin is no
longer the man he was and he blames the Hawk for the change in his fortunes. But his
bitterness melts before the admiration of Mhairi, for the maiden he admired has become a
beauty he would die to serve. 2. The Runaway Bride Even though Aiofe is a beauty and an
heiress, she wants to marry for love. Her marriage is arranged to the oldest son of the Hawk of
Inverfyre, but she chooses to flee instead, hoping that his cousin, Ross, will be sent after her.
Aiofe intends to claim Ross’s heart, no matter the price, for she knows with one glimpse that
he’s the man for her. Ross is caught between his duty and his heart - and the wicked
MacLarens who would use Aiofe as a pawn in their own plan to possess Inverfyre. There will
be more stories in this series, too. There are Family Trees for Inverfyre, Ravensmuir and
Kinfairlie available as free downloads in my online store. The links are on my website, right
here: http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ ***** abduction, medieval romance, Scottish
romance, historical romance, arranged marriage, disguise, secret identity, lost heir, hero with
kids

Highland Raven
A life hangs in the balance . . .A king held for ransom, a country under thumb, clans at one
another's throats. Malcolm of clan MacKintosh has enough to worry about without finding a
mysterious lass sleeping on the side of his road. He tries to help her — in his overbearing,
arrogant way — and winds up flat on his back. God's blood, who is this woman . . . and why
does she captivate him so?And only she can tip the scales.The fortune-teller said something
about saving a life, then zapped Alethia Goodsky back to fifteenth-century Scotland — a land
bristling with broadswords and intrigue. Alethia is no damsel in distress, though, even if
brawny, blue-eyed Malcolm has sworn to protect her. With her wits and special abilities, she
races to solve the gypsy's mystery and protect those she's come to love. The stakes climb
higher and enemies close in, forcing Alethia to choose between finding her way home . . . and
staying true to her Highlander.

Some Like It Scot
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True to the Highlander
Never Love a Highlander
Volatile times engulfed 1715 Scotland. Threats of a Jacobite uprising hung in the air. Lady
Juliet Kingston traveled to Glenhaven with her entourage to meet and marry Laird MacLaren’s
son with the hopes their union might help calm the rumblings of war—an Englishwoman weds a
Scottish Highlander. Juliet longs for home and the man she left behind, until she meets Ross
MacLaren. Both are stubborn and strong, but find love. Now a threat comes from a different
front, one Juliet cannot fight. She gives up her husband and home to protect those she has
come to love and returns to England with John, her former beau. Will she ever find her way
back?

Dreams of a Highlander
Stranded in time, she finds herself bonded to a handsome highlander After traveling to
Scotland for a solo artist's retreat, Fiona Stewart finds herself mysteriously transported to the
fourteenth century. But as she attempts to get back to her own time, complications ensue when
she meets a handsome highlander who sets her heart aflame Forced into an engagement with
the daughter of a rival clan leader, Eadan Macleay struggles to fulfill his promise to his dying
father. When he comes across a strange lass claiming to be from the future, he strikes a deal
with her. If she poses as his bride to end his betrothal, he will help her return to her own time.
Amid their growing attraction and increasing danger from the rival clan, Eadan and Fiona must
choose between love, duty, and the hands of fate Start reading now! This book should be of
interest related to the following: medieval romance, Scottish romance, Highlanders, time travel,
Scottish historical romance, free time travel romance, free Scottish time travel romance, books
about Highlanders, Outlander, time travel romance books, fantasy romance, historical
romance, witches, magic, time travel romance, Scottish time travel romance, 14th century
romance, Scottish medieval romance, ancient world romance, historical fantasy, free historical
romance, free medieval romance COLLAPSE

The Highlander's Promise
This spellbinding historical romance from USA Today bestselling author May McGoldrick pits
one spirited lass against her biggest challenge yet: a Highland lord who has no desire to lose
his heart. Now a 2017 RITA® Finalist! Innes Munro has the ability to "read" a person’s past
simply by touching them, but her gift comes with a heavy price: her freedom. Forced to stay at
desolate Castle Girnigoe, Innes never expects to be drawn to the wounded warrior who haunts
its dark passages and challenges her at every turn. Conall Sinclair, the earl of Caithness,
carries the scars of battles with the English and the lash marks of their dungeons, but the
wounds that fester within give him even greater pain. Isolating himself from his clan and the
rest of the world in a tower perched on the wild Scottish coast, Conall is reluctant to let the
spirited Innes close to him, however neither can deny the growing passion that ignites with
every look, every touch. But can Conall ever love a woman who can read his darkest secrets
and feel the pain he hides and can love really tame all fears? As dangerous forces close in,
Conall and Innes must take the ultimate leap of faith and forge a bond of trust that will save
them bothor lose each other forever. “Treat yourself to a copy of Taming the Highlander today.
It is one that fans of historical romance and all things Scottish will not want to miss.”—Romance
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Junkies

Wicked All Night
Maya Banks, the New York Times bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has
captivated readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie Garwood.
In Never Love a Highlander, the youngest McCabe brother uses sword and seduction to save
his clan—and seal his heart. Caelen McCabe’s young, reckless heart nearly destroyed his clan.
Now, putting family loyalty above all else, he steps up to marry his older brother’s jilted bride
and salvage the uneasy alliance between two clans. While beautiful Rionna McDonald is a fit
wife for any man, Caelen trusts no woman, especially not this sweet temptress who torments
him with white-hot longing. As the sacrificial lamb in her father’s power game, Rionna will do
her duty but vows to protect her heart and her pride from humiliation. Despite everything,
though, the heat in Caelen’s touch melts her defenses, and she craves the sensual delights of
a husband who guards his emotions as fiercely as his clan. But when the ultimate battle for the
McCabe legacy is upon them, Rionna’s true warrior spirit emerges. She will risk the wrath of
her father, the fury of her enemies, and her life to prove to Caelen that his wife’s love is too
precious to lose. From the Paperback edition.

Captured by the Highlander
The second in the seductive new Scottish historical romance Wild Wicked Highlanders series
from New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch! In Scot Under the Covers, a
resourceful English lady and a hot-blooded Highlander join forces to trick a scoundrel, and
every rule will be broken! Miranda Harris is known for her charm, wit, and ability to solve any
problem she encounters. But when her brother lands neck-deep in gambling debt to a crafty
villain and Miranda is subsequently blackmailed into marrying him, she must enlist the help of
the devil himself to save the family honor—and herself. “It’s time to fall in love with Suzanne
Enoch.” — Lisa Kleypas Devilishly handsome Highlander Aden MacTaggert knows next to
nothing about the ways of the ton, but he most certainly knows his way around gaming halls
and womens’ hearts. Still, Aden is not sure how he’ll manage to find a Sassenach bride in
time to save his family’s inheritance. When his almost sister-in-law Miranda comes to him for
assistance, he proposes a partnership: She will help him navigate London society and he’ll
teach her everything about wageringand winning back her freedom. The beautiful, clever lass
intrigues Aden—but is she playing her own game, or are the sparks between them real? He is
accustomed to risking his pocket. But betting on Miranda’s love is a game he can’t afford to
lose. . .

Christmas in the Scot's Arms
Scotland, 1032-When a marriage contract calls Gruoch away from Ynes Verleath, she leaves
with the hope she'll be reunited with Banquo. But fate has different plans. Lies, betrayal, and
violence await her. Set on a collision course with destiny, Gruoch soon finds herself thrust into
the arms of another man. Her dreams shattered and rattled by unexpected brutality, it
becomes more than Gruoch can handle. The raven, however, is no stranger to carnage. Fierce
power grows inside Gruoch, and more than anything, it craves bloody revenge. Fans of
Outlander and The Mists of Avalon will relish this sweeping Scottish Historical Fantasy that
tells the tale of Gruoch, a woman struggling to escape her fate without blood on her hands.
Continue the Celtic Blood Series with Book II, Highland Blood.
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Pirate's Treasure
Four Buchanan brothers have found their brides…only three more to go in this scintillating
romance from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands… Lady Dwyn Innes feels
utterly out of place among the eligible women who’ve descended on Buchanan Keep, vying for
the attention of the last unmarried brothers. She isn’t long-legged and slender like her sisters,
or flirtatious and wily like other lasses. Since her betrothed died, Dwyn has resigned herself to
becoming an old maid. Yet a chance encounter with a stranger in the orchard awakens her to a
new world of sensation and possibility After weeks away, Geordie Buchanan returns to find his
home swarming with potential brides, thanks to his loving but interfering family. But one lass in
particular draws his attention from the moment he spies her climbing a tree. Lady Dwyn is not
nearly as plain as she thinks. Her lush figure and eager kisses delight him, as does her
honesty. But the real test lies ahead: eliminating a hidden enemy, so that he and Dwyn can
seal their Highland passion with a vow.

Historical Fevered Highlanders
In the twelfth century Scotland, after the recent death of his father, Blane Cameron had just
stepped up as Laird of one of the largest and most prosperous lands of the Highlands, but a
woman from his past isn't ready to let him succeed. A witch, wielding the magic of the Sith, will
stop at nothing to destroy the man who couldn't love her back. Present day Jade had given up
on men. Having not found even a spark of love, she's decided that the passion and magic
everyone else seemed to find so easily was not for her. But when a haunting voice leads her
into the past, she'll have more than her fair share of men to deal with, and she has more than a
spark with the handsome but distrustful laird. Blane doesn't trust the strange woman claiming
to be from the future. His men are turning on each other just to be in her presence, and he
knows that she is connected to the witch he hunts, but when he's near her, all he can think
about is how it would feel to be in her arms. Is it a spell bringing them together or is it true
love? And will they be able to stop the witch in time before she destroys the Cameron clan
forever? Get ready to be immersed in a world full of magic and true passionate love. Love is
timeless for a highlander and Blane is impossible not to fall for when it comes to a handsome
highlander!

Highlanders
When she is kidnapped by her people's sworn enemy, Highland warrior Duncan MacLean,
bride-to-be Lady Amelia Sutherland is drawn to this tortured man who is using her as a pawn in
a dangerous game of vengeance and war.

Taming the Highlander
Set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night Huntress World, ancient
deities are poised to wreak havoc, unless vampires Veritas and Ian can stop them … in this
thrilling Night Rebel novel! A gift from the gods… Veritas and Ian have finally defeated their
worst enemy, but the power it took to pierce through to the netherworld has unexpected
consequences. Soon, Veritas is forced to rely on the last person she trusts---a golden deity
named Phanes, who seeks far more than a temporary alliance with the beautiful vampire. Can
unleash hell… But an escape from the netherworld soon pits Veritas and Ian against
supernatural beings seeking to rule over mortals once again. Now, they must rally friends and
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foes alike—if the vampire council doesn’t execute Veritas first. Plus, a wedge between Veritas
and Ian threatens to destroy their love. Can they stand together against the unearthly powers
about to be unleashed? Or does their love—and humanity—not stand a chance?

Eadan's Vow (A Scottish Time Travel Romance)
From RITA winner Gwyn Cready comes a Scottish time travel romance perfect for fans of
Outlander Modern day battle reenactor Duncan MacHarg thinks he has it made-until he lands
in the middle of a real Highland battle and comes face to face with the clan's beautiful, spirited
leader. Out of time and out of place, Duncan must use every skill he can muster to earn his
position among the clansmen and in the heart of the devastatingly intriguing woman to whom
he must pledge his oath. Abby needs a hero and she needs him now. Duncan's a man with no
measurable battle skills and a damnably distracting smile. But she sees in him a fighting spirit,
and Abby will do whatever it takes to turn him into a Scots warrior herself-one demanding and
intimate lesson at a time. Sirens of the Scottish Borderlands Series: Just in Time for a
Highlander (Book 1) First Time with a Highlander (Book 2) Every Time with a Highlander (Book
3) Praise for Gwyn Cready: "Cready's writing is romantic and wickedly witty." -Rachel Gibson,
New York Times #1 Bestselling Author "Fun and sexya reading adventure you don't want to
miss." -Janet Evanovich, New York Times #1 Bestselling Author, on Tumbling Through Time
"Passionate, suspenseful, adventurous and highly entertaining." -RT Book Reviews, 4 1?2
stars, on Aching for Always "Cready's writing is as brilliantly seductive as it is historically
gripping." -Fictitious Musings, on Timeless Desire

Rob Roy
Mo Chridhe Gu Bràth. My heart forever. Ancient words, a powerful legend, a timeless love… Lily
Chastain has lost everything—her family, her inheritance, and her fiancé. Desperate to escape
her pain, she heads for a remote castle in Scotland, but is trapped by a violent storm along the
way. Injured and alone, she is drawn by a lighted cottage in the mist. What she finds there will
change her life forever. Attacked by a vicious rival and betrayed by someone from his own
clan, Bram Macgillivray finds himself alone and on the run. His father is dead, his holding all
but destroyed. Wanting vengeance, he seeks out the help of his cousins, but finds instead a
beautiful woman who calls to his heart. After losing herself in an unexpected and wonderful
night of sensuality, Lily wakes to find Bram gone. But even more disturbing, when she leaves
the sanctuary of the cottage, she finds that it has disappeared as well. Separated by over five
hundred years, yet tied together through a magic stronger than the bonds of time and place,
Lily and Bram fight to find each other again. And as Lily uncovers the secrets of the past, she
must race to find a way back to save the only man she’s ever truly loved.

The Highlander's Eternal Love Part 2
Following the failure of her two brothers, Mared Lockhart joins the search for an ancient family
heirloom that could save their ancestral estate and finds herself pledged to rival clansman
Payton Douglas in exchange for an unpaid loan.

Untamed Highlander
In a spellbinding new Highlands story from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands,
the laird of the Buchanans finds the one woman who is his equal in passion and courage Aulay
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Buchanan has retreated to his clan’s hunting lodge for a few days of relaxation. But the ravenhaired beauty he pulls from the ocean puts an end to any chance of rest. Though he christens
her Jetta, she knows nothing of her real identity, save that someone is trying to kill her. As she
recovers, it will not be easy for Aulay to protect her and keep her honor intact when she
mistakenly believes they are man and wife… Jetta sees beyond Aulay’s scars to the brave,
loyal warrior she’s proud to call her own. But as the attempts on her life grow more brazen,
Jetta realizes that not all is as she believes. And if Aulay is not her husband, can she trust the
desire flaring in his eyes, or his promise to defend her with his life?

My Highlander Husband
Taken by the Scottish Highland Wolf In medieval times, born to the Earl of Carlisle, Lady
Brooke Howard lives in a beautiful castle that her family owns. Sheltered from court life, she
thinks of her life as utterly boring until a horde of barbaric highlanders invade her castle. Their
intent to destroy and plunder Carlisle is altered when their leader discovers a greater prize:
Her. Malcolm Sinclair, laird of clan Sinclair of the highlands, is known as Wolf for his
ruthlessness. When Brooke is forced to wed the Scottish barbarian, she insults him from the
moment she first sets her eyes upon him. To her consternation, he appears to be undeterred.
Her anger gives way to a peculiar thrill when she beholds his rugged warrior form. His gruff
gentleness and devotion arouse tenderness within her, and that frightens her more than
anything else in the world. Can Brooke really fall for her enemy? If you enjoy Diana Gabaldon's
Outlander, Karen Marie Moning's Highlander, or Julie Garwood's Lairds' Fiancées series, you
will love Highland Wolf Bride.

Outlander
PROTECTING HER WAS HIS PASSION High-born though she is, Kate Campbell isn't afraid
to draw her sword. When raiders strike, she rushes into the frayand is lucky when a mysterious
Highlander shields her from a deadly blow. Swept onto his stallion, she soon discovers that her
rescuer is her clan's most hated enemy: Callum MacGregor, the man they call The Devil. Yet
she cannot ignore his achingly tender touch or the way his fiery gaze leaves her breathless.
POSSESSING HER WOULD BE HIS PLEASURE Callum MacGregor has taken many
Campbell lives, but he's never saved one--until now. Mesmerized by this spirited lass, he
wants her by his side, even if it means holding her for ransom. As his fingers graze her
sumptuous curves and tangle in her unruly tresses, Callum realizes Kate Campbell is his most
dangerous foe of all. For he can't make love to her without betraying his kinsmen and his
honorand surrendering his heart forever.

Highlander in Love
When the woman with whom he shared an unforgettable night is kidnapped by a rival clan
leader intent on forcing her into marriage, Norris Sutherland rescues heiress Daphne
MacLeod, only to face opposition to his plan to marry her.
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